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CREATIVE LEARNING METHODS IN PRACTICE: EXPERIENCE OF LATVIAN EDUCATORS
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Abstract. Creativity is seen and described as crucial skill for young people as society and economics have gone
through significant transitions recently. Creative thinking and action are considered as a tool to adapt to the labour
market and rapid changes taking place in society. Educational system is that particular social institute that develops
creativity through implementation of creative learning methods. However, as sociologists claim, the development of
creativity is always rooted in social, economic, political, cultural system of the society that can force or block this
process.
Authors of the theses were involved in the project “Looking@Learning”1 (2015-2016) and conducted research during
the implementation of creative learning methods both in formal and informal institutions of education. The aim of the
thesis is to describe the experience of educators during implementation of creative learning methods highlighting
contextual factors of the process. Qualitative analysis of educators` diaries was conducted. Results of the research
show that the use of creative learning methods triggers positive functions both at individual and community level;
good practices spread among formal and informal agents of education promoting collaboration. Social system is rather
free to come in and develop new approaches to education; however the weakest point is almost absolute responsibility
of individual teachers in the installation of creative learning methods. This process should receive some support for
further institutionalisation process.
Key words: creativity, creative learning methods, social context.
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attention to making the environment friendly and

and the fear of going beyond normal boundaries:

pleasant for trainees.

“Everybody remained sitting at the desks the

Trainees appreciate an opportunity to think,

same way as before. It was obvious that students

reflect, and speak of themselves, their goals,

were afraid of doing something wrong”. Similar
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opportunity to see the results of one’s work in an
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methods used in different subjects. The results of

projects. For example, after a discussion about

this survey revealed that young people rather

values, the youth in the town of Limbazi actively

dislike classical teaching methods – lectures,

participated in the development of the plan for

presentations,

freer

reducing specific problems in the school through

methods that are closer linked to real life:

the School Parliament: “To present good example

discussions, museum visits, independent studies,

to the society and schoolmates, demonstrating

abundance of examples in presentation of study

that it is possible to live and behave differently,

materials, films etc. It is possible that students

better”. Educators also note as a positive factor

are looking for the easiest way for their learning,

the possibility of learners themselves to discuss

choosing not too sophisticated teaching methods;

an issue and come to their own conclusions.
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of
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the
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traditional

be

said that

going

could be
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Sometimes creative lessons give results that

teaching

surpass the expected and give the so called
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outside the

and understanding of one another. Youth easily

traditional framework of lessons is not easy and

breaks stereotypes (for example, boys do not

not always educators gain learners’ approval.

want and are not able to sow) and unleash the

There are several possible reasons: laziness,

better part of their personalities: “Trainees sat in

some students admit, unwillingness to work hard

a circle around the worktable, shared their

1
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factor

and

methods in the learning process.
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impressions and childhood memories... there was

because this way creativity can be quite easily

an atmosphere of kindness, helpfulness and

made

support”.

authoritarian approach.

into

an

ingredient

of

the

traditional,

Educators and youth see limited time as one

Educators’ diaries also describe a situation

of the factors that hinder creative activities.

when creative activities are less effective if youth

Educators see unwillingness of youth to get

and their educators are forced to participate in

involved in the proposed activities as challenging.

them. It means that creative activities cannot be

They attempt to solve it by dividing trainees into

implemented mechanically, subjecting to school

groups so that every one of trainees would have

administration instructions, without co-ordination

some duties and no chance to avoid being a part.

with concerned educators and young people. The

Lack

in

attitude of the colleagues is also important while

educators’ diaries; furthermore, the possibility of

implementing creative activities. If the colleagues

fulfilling

do

of

time
the

is

plan

repeatedly
slowly,

mentioned

talking

about

it,

not

support

implementation

of

creative

explaining the process, supporting young people,

activities, to youth it gives an impression that

is considered as one of the success factors of

this lesson is not important. And vice versa – the

creative lessons. Thus, several educators point

involvement of educators becomes an expression

out that it is better to organize a lesson where

of

the emphasis is placed on living (experiencing)

Educators’ diary entries confirm the idea that the

the process, instead of number of activities. It

implementation of creative methods is gradual,

requires for the creative activity to be well

and first of all it requires a change in thinking

prepared; trainers have to develop plan A and

and attitudes of educators. Consequently, the

plan B (adjusting workshops to the age, gender

practice of sharing of the knowledge among

of trainees, to premises and equipment, and

colleagues, playing games together and allowing

especially

for creative expression is welcome.

to

time

framework),

so

that

the

respect

to

their

colleagues

and

youth.

situation could be adjusted if necessary. It is

It is important to explain the importance of

necessary in order to hold the student's interest

non-formal education methods, their interfaces

and minimize the risk of them getting distracted,

with everyday life, as well as to allow time for

as well as give students time and opportunity to

reflection on the things done and experienced

express their emotions. Perhaps, it would be

during the lessons: „change the belief that this

good to respect those who do not want to

style of training is aimed at self-development,

participate and express themselves.

rather than „silly game playing””.

Particular emphasis should be placed on the

One

of

the

teachers’

diaries

reveals

a

combination of creative methods with traditional

successful experience, which can be viewed as a

teaching methods and approaches. Educators’

good practice in promoting creative learning

diary entries reveal positive experience with

environments.

using creative learning methods in more difficult

people (ages 7-16) were entrusted with the

subjects, such as Latvian or English grammar.

responsibility to organize a Valentine's Day event

The experience of both educators and trainees

at school on their own. The description of the

tell of the effectiveness of the combined methods

process and results shows that youth people

in learning of topics: “Students liked the lesson;

appreciate being entrusted with responsibility and

they often ask to repeat these types of lessons”.

are enthusiastic in carrying out their ideas. It also

However, diary analysis shows some signs that

facilitates cooperation and mutual trust: “An

educators are trying to assess which expressions

adult wants to control children fearing that

are creative and which are not. This is risky,

children won’t do things as well as an adult. But

1
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when children are given freedom they surprise

receive

adults

administration.

with

interesting

and

sometimes

support

from

colleagues

and

extraordinary results”. The idea of entrusting

3) The research results reveal the successes of

youth with more responsibility is expressed in

the creative approach in mastering complex

other research diaries as well, for example,

study

assessing his/her own work and the work of

recognition,

others: “Students believe that the teacher will do

viewpoint of young people is observed in

the assessing, instead of trying to evaluate their

cases where the classes contributed to their

work, attitude, skill level themselves, making

reflections

informed judgement”.

attitudes towards various issues, their worth,

material.

However,

even

about

the

admiration

their

greatest
from

feelings,

the

thoughts,

A similar experience is also revealed by the

etc. They need time to think, to realize what is

representatives of Limbazi organized race "Forest

happening, to formulate their attitude towards

trot", where the most appreciated aspect was the

various issues, discuss it with others. If you

opportunity to participate for individuals of all

are given the chance, young people become

ages, to be together with classmates and family:

attentive and involved, regardless of age; it

"I liked everything! Delicious soup and great

means

people!”. Educators write that young people

learning

welcome those lessons that promote mutual co-

opportunity

operation, make it possible to get to know one

important things that obviously is not offered

another better, make friends with other children

by traditional approach in education.

that

young

methods
to

people

value

because

reflect

of

creative

they

themselves

give
and

and young people, trainers and parents. Also

4) It is important to stress that creative activity

creative activities are a good way for young

cannot be forced. There are cases when young

people to talk about the common human values -

people engage in it formally as educators or

honesty, fairness, equality etc. and a tool to build

educational management make to do so, it

a community to some extent.

however leads to hostility and resentment.
Creative activities cannot be implemented

Conclusions, proposals, recommendations

formally,

1) Creative methods applied by educators are

mechanically

and

using

one’s

diverse and cover both formal and non-formal

authority. Responsibility must be balanced out

educational spheres. It is valuable that there

among all involved parties. The experience of

is cooperation between formal and informal

individual educators shows that increasing the

education

responsibility of young people is essential in

agents

in

organizing

creative

both

workshops and exchange of experience.
2) Educators’

experience

indicates

that

development

of

creativity.

It

is

and

non-formal

educational

environment.

the

environment in itself does not ensure the

formal

5) The research results reveal the classic clash
between the traditional and creative approach

more

motivated by adapting the environmental to a

to

given lesson, by using particular instruments

originally expects knowledge “from the above”

and without having to wait until all the rooms

instead of having to search for their own

will

teacher`s

answers and solutions; this idea is changing

willingness and personal motivation act as a

gradually when young people and teachers

trigger and play central role in developing

realize their own responsibility about things.

be

furnished

creative

learning

maintain

this

'creatively';

methods.

In

approach teachers

order

to

have

to

education,

6) Overall,

the

where

everyone

experience

of

involved

educators

implementing creative activities shows that it
makes sense to introduce and develop them in
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spite of some difficulties and problematic

implementation of creative learning methods

aspects. The results of the research confirm

as there are no formal restrictions in it; it also

that creative learning approach is gradually

receives

developing

positive

community; on the other hand, implementing

community,

of creative learning methods is based on

system of education in Latvia and society as a

one`s initiative and as such it becomes a

whole.

rather fragile social practice. It asks for more

functions

in
for

Latvia;
an

it

brings

individual,

7) On the one hand, educational and social

support

from young

people

and

institutional support.

system in Latvia seems to be quite open to
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